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The buzz about alternative fee arrangements has gotten louder in recent 

years, and many midsize law firms in South Florida have carved out space for 

something other than the straight billable hour. 

“It’s becoming more and more of a topic, especially in big commercial cases, 

where it really wasn’t before,” said Miami commercial litigator Alan Kluger, 

co-founder of the 32-attorney Kluger Kaplan. “Clients are more receptive than 

they used to be.” 

The field of possibilities is open on the client side. 

“Every single client, with the exception of maybe the Fortune 50, are potential 

clients to do alternative fee agreements, and the main thing they tell you is the 

shifting of the risk solely from the client to the client and the lawyers makes 

them happy,” he said. 



But opinion is split on the willingness of clients to switch away from billable 

hours to AFAs. 

Gary Rosen, managing shareholder of the 92-attorney Becker & Poliakoff, said 

he attends a lot of professional conferences, and “there’s been a lot of talk 

about AFAs in the past 10 years generally.” 

“In reality, AFAs have not grown as dramatically and have not become as 

significant a component of the overall legal landscape as many have predicted, 

and the reason is it’s not that lawyers are uncomfortable with it. For the most 

part, it’s clients who are uncomfortable with it,” he said. “Clients have shown a 

reticence to move much more significantly into the AFA environment.” 

Clients like the idea of predictable legal fees, and alternative arrangements are 

keyed more to specific clients than practice areas, said real estate litigator 

Ryan Gesten of the 21-attorney Shapiro, Blasi, Wasserman & Hermann in Boca 

Raton. 

“I’ve been practicing 17 years. I’ve handled 1,000 matters on contingency,” he 

said. When considering a request for alternative fees, “it’s almost like we 

know it when we see it.” 

Attorneys at South Florida midsize firms said alternative fees represent as 

little as 10 percent of total revenue and as high as 80 percent of cases, with 

litigation being a common practice area for AFAs. 

The types of cases most likely to foster alternative fees at Kluger’s litigation 

firm are third-party and bad faith insurance claims, legal malpractice claims 

and breach of warranty claims. 

“Those cases get resolved because it’s money. It’s just money,” he said. 

  



WHO DECIDES? 

Rebecca Bratter, deputy managing partner of 215-attorney Greenspoon 

Marder in Fort Lauderdale, estimated the rate of AFAs in litigation may be as 

high as 40 percent at her fast-growing firm. 

“To the extent that lawyers are asking, the vast majority are approved,” she 

said. “The lawyers know they can come to us anytime and bounce ideas off of 

us.” 

Partner Joseph Serota, former managing partner at Weiss Serota Helfman Cole 

& Bierman in Coral Gables, said he reviews all fee proposals at the 

government and business firm. 

“Even though we’re 65 lawyers, we decided some years ago that we need one 

person who ultimately has approval of fee agreements, so I’ve been doing 

it since day one, 27 years ago,” he said. “We give our lawyers a lot of authority, 

but they know there’s going to be a single person who has authority to 

approve.” 

Serota includes reduced hourly rates in his definition of alternative fees. 

“I’m not, I would say, a fee snob, meaning that I don’t take the position that we 

must get $600 an hour or we’re not taking the case or matter,” he said. “My 

philosophy is, ‘Can we make money on this matter with this fee and this 

staffing?’ ” 

Kluger Kaplan has a standing three-member review committee, and backing is 

needed from two members. Decisions are reached in a week or less. 

  

FLAT FEES 



Firm leaders said AFAs are most likely to be seen on short-term assignments, 

such as a flat fee for a case analysis, to look at a nondisclosure agreement or to 

perform a land-use analysis for a potential lender. 

“But when it starts getting into a project where clearly you’re going to be 

spending a large amount of time, then you get into the hourly billing,” Perry 

Sofferman, a Fort Lauderdale shareholder at the 74-lawyer Fowler White 

Burnett. The transactions and intellectual property and international 

attorney  estimates flat fees account for about 10 percent of firm revenue. 

Serota said institutional clients are a large percentage of the firm’s business, 

and “you could say that every one of them has some sort of an alternative fee 

arrangement.” 

Kluger breaks litigation alternative fees into five types: 

• Pure contingency 
• Reverse contingency factoring in a percentage of savings 
• Partial contingency combining a reduced hourly rate with a portion of 

the recovery 
• Reverse partial contingency combining hourly rates with a kicker if a 

settlement comes in below projections 
• Fixed fees. 

Becker & Poliakoff has seven core practice groups, and one of them, the 

government law and lobbying practice, has operated for 25 years on an 

alternative-fee basis. Government relations work is a significant component of 

firm revenue. The group generally charges a flat fee billed monthly for a 

period of months or year-to-year. 

The firm represents thousands of community associations, and ”cash flow is a 

major consideration” for them, Rosen said. 



“The firm takes the risk that they could recover absolutely nothing,” he said. 

“In exchange for that risk, the law firm is entitled to a premium.” 

Firms have to maintain a comfort level to run with alternative fees. 

“Contingency by nature is less predictable than hourly arrangements,” Rosen 

said. “My lawyers and my staff do enjoy getting paid twice a month with 

regularity, and as a result from a management perspective predictability of 

cash flow is kind of important.” 

 


